Great Eastern: after a boiler explosion 1859

Stokehold of the liner France in 1910
RMS TITANIC 1911


British: 46,328 tons, 883 feet long, 2453 passengers

Row of 3-furnace steam boilers for the Titanic, part of a total of 29
Boiler flue for the Titanic about 1910
One of the boilers for the *Olympic* being craned on board c.1910
Sister ship of the *Titanic*
Titanic Third Class cabin

Otis goods hoist on the Titanic
RMS QUEEN MARY 1936
Information from "Queen Mary," James Steele, Phaidon, 1995

Artist's impression of the Queen Mary in London's Trafalgar Square
British: 81,235 tons, 1018 feet, 2139 passengers
Queen Mary: selection of machinery advertisements 1936
Main engines of the Queen Mary

Cabin Class bathroom on the Queen Mary